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By Mark Clay Grove

Spitfire Publishing LLC, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Synopsis: Time travel extremists attempt to destroy Utopia
by crashing an orbital city of 500,000 onto a Muslim planet. Only four officers from a detachment of
Federal Marshals survive. How they recover from the devastation is the gist of the story, but they re
not fictional characters. The four are real historical heroes extracted from the 1800s for their valor
as the most famous Texas Rangers of all time. Long Description: Attack on Orbital 454 is a science
fiction novella based on the eventful chapter by the same title in Mark Clay Grove s first novel, The
Serapis Fraktur: The Conglomerate Series (2013). New characters are added to the original cast;
otherwise every aspect of the original Utopian novel s mid-25th century timeline remains intact.
Attack on Orbital 454 is brief moment in the history of the planet Medina in a far quadrant of The
Milky Way in a fast-paced colonial period when souls from the past are recycled to the future.
Medina is an Earth-like red planet with a constitutional monarchy ruled by a benevolent ruler
extracted from the...
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It in one of the best publication. It is definitely simplistic but excitement in the 50 % in the ebook. I am very happy to let you know that this is basically the
greatest publication i have got go through within my own existence and could be he greatest pdf for ever.
-- Dr . Anya  McK enz ie-- Dr . Anya  McK enz ie

Extremely helpful to all type of folks. It is among the most awesome pdf i actually have study. I found out this pdf from my dad and i recommended this pdf
to discover.
-- Da ya na  Tur ner-- Da ya na  Tur ner
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